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        Vintage Golden Olive Flower Brooch
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        Sage and Denim Collar Blazer
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Annual Rummage Sale
Join us for our one-day spring cleaning event! Buy one apparel piece, get one free! Load up on former store fixtures and flea markets finds $5 and up. Don’t miss Brittany’s $15 “try on” rack featuring new pieces from Instagram stories. Mimosas $2 all day. You don’t want to miss this amazing end-of-season sale!


          Stop In!
        





now available
Nashville hat Bar reservations
We open our new store located in Nashville's 12 South neighborhood this May! Book your spot at our hat bars for one to 15 people now!


          book here
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        White Studded Fringe Mini Skirt
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        Vintage Purple and Green Small Print Kimono
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                        Spring into our hat bars
                      

                        book now
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VOTED BEST HAT BAR IN DALLAS
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experience our
hat bar
Build the hat of your dreams at our Hat Bars! Located inside our Dallas, Fort Worth, Frisco and Galleria Dallas stores, we have a wide range of handmade, vintage and unique accents from local and global makers and flea markets to help you make a one-of-a-kind hat.


          learn more
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          Experience Flea Style
     

  

    
          three ways to enjoy the flea style lifestyle
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      01
Join us in Frisco at Heirloom Haul
Try our latte of the month, regular dining or you can book a private event in our gorgeous gallery event space. 


          make a reservation
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let's party!
Flea Style’s beautiful hat bar + boutique truck is the perfect experience for your next birthday party, bridal event, corporate shindig or festival.


          more details
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host your bachelorette
What could be more fun than creating a one-of-a-kind hat for your wedding? Doing it with your bridal party or loved ones!


          more info
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            visit our sister store
wide brim
Wide Brim is filled with dreamy, local and unique goods curated for the wanderlust. Check out our hat wall that is filled with beautiful one-of-a-kind custom hats. It's located inside Hotel Drover at the  Stockyards Mule Alley and just down the road from our Flea Style Fort Worth location.


                  visit wide brim
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be an insider

    
      Subscribe to our newsletter! Be the first to hear about exclusive discounts, event details & more!
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              SIGN UP TO GET THIS EXCLUSIVE OFFER ON YOUR FIRST PURCHASE.
Plus, receive inside scoop, exclusive offers + updates!
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